Uncertainty due to the quantification step in analytical methods.
The quantification step is an important source of uncertainty in analytical methods, but it is frequently misunderstood and disregarded. In this paper, it is shown how this uncertainty is closely related to the linear response range of a method, and to the Pearson correlation coefficient of the calibration line. So, if there is a need for a pre-fixed quantification uncertainty, the linear response range will be affected. Some practical cases are given showing the quantification uncertainty significance. The theoretical equation giving the value of the quantification uncertainty is deduced from which new conclusions can be taken out. Because of that, the quantification uncertainty can easily be calculated and the parameters that really affect its value are shown along the paper. Some final considerations about detection limits and two-point calibration lines are also given. The paper can also be considered a reflection on uncertainty owed to calibration and on their consequences on the analytical methodology.